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Rhode Island Students Get a New Short Story Competition with the Launch of
School One and Goat Hill’s Write Rhode Island

Meet the Writers

Max Winter

Max Winter is a graduate of UC Irvine’s MFA program, and a recipient of two Rhode Island
State Council on the Arts Fellowships in Fiction. He edited the literary journal Faultline, and
has been published in Day One and Diner Journal. His debut novel, Exes, is forthcoming from
Catapult in 2017.

Eve Kerrigan

Eve Kerrigan is a writer of fiction, personal essays and screenplays. Her short fiction has been
published in The Oddville Press, FIVE2ONE Magazine and L’Allure des Mots. Her work has also
appeared in online magazine Sociology of Style, on pop culture blog The Narcissistic
Anthropologist, and on her personal blog Tumsen.wordpress.com. Eve is a RISCA roster artist.
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Kathryn Kulpa

Kathryn Kulpa is a fiction writer, editor, and writing teacher. She was born in Providence, like
H.P. Lovecraft, and is the author of Pleasant Drugs, a short story collection, and Girls on Film, a
flash fiction chapbook forthcoming in 2016. Her stories have been published in print and
online journals, including Seventeen, Asimov's Science Fiction, Florida Review, Superstition
Review, Monkeybicycle, and Smokelong Quarterly. She worked as an editor for Merlyn's Pen, a
magazine of writing by young people, and is currently flash fiction editor for Cleaver
Magazine.

The competition has been made possible thanks to support from BankRI, Hasbro Pawtucket Credit Union,
the Rhode Island Council for the Humanities, Rhode Island Department of Education, the RI State Council
on the Arts, teachers, librarians and educators from around the state. For more information, including a full
list of available workshops, visit www.school-one.org or contact Diana Champa at (401) 331-2497 and
dianac@school-one.org.
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